At the top of the following page is a picture of an interesting interaction between three stars.
This image originally came out in the Hut & Bahcall paper listed above, and was reprinted in the Binney & Tremaine book. Your task in this problem set is to duplicate this picture. You derived initial conditions for the binary — stars 1 and 2 in the picture — in PS11 and integrated its equations in PS12. For this set, you just have to add the third star (labeled “3” in the picture).

1. First, build a Runge-Kutta implementation of the three-body equations (the system (6) in the Classical Mechanics Notes), using the same type of decomposition/rewriting/reduction process that you used to get the two-body equations in PS12. For this problem set, an adaptive integrator really would be much better, as the timescales will change rapidly, but a fixed-timestep version will work too.

Test your program using the initial conditions that you derived for the PS11/12 binary for two of the stars and starting the third star, of equal mass and at rest, several thousand units away along the y axis\(^1\). The binary should orbit as it did on PS12 if the third star is far enough away, right? (Hint: look carefully at the picture above.)

2. In the Hut & Bahcall picture, the “field star” — whose mass is equal to that of each of the other two stars — sails into the binary from the right, along its centerline.

Start the binary at the initial conditions you derived in PS11/12 and the field star 20 units away on the positive y axis, moving directly \((\dot{x} = \dot{z} = 0)\) towards the binary at 0.15 units per second.

Run an integration of the three-body equations with these initial conditions. Plot the results in physical space, as in PS12, looking down from above on the plane of the orbit. Does your picture look like the Hut&Bahcall picture? Any ideas on why, if not? (Hint: think frames of reference...)

3. Play with the true anomaly — the orientation of the binary when the field star “hits” it — and describe the interactions you see. (Hint: rather than computing new initial conditions for each new orientation of the binary, just start the field star further away. This isn’t quite what Hut and Bahcall did, but it has almost the same effects.)

Ideally, you’ll duplicate the exchange seen in the picture, since I copied all of the numbers from the original paper, but there are lots of other interesting things that can happen.

---

\(^1\)Recall that the semimajor axis of the binary’s orbit was one unit.